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ELEVEN™ Storage and Wax Building 

Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
fascination with horizontal 
and curvilinear forms is what 
led to his remarkable design 
for the Johnson Wax building 
in Racine, Wisconsin. Wright 
intentionally designed the 
building low to the ground 
so as to not interrupt the 
landscape around it. He used 
this same principle when 
designing the furniture in the 
space. The idea was that the 
architecture and the furniture 
were to be inseparable and 
that they would compliment 
each other.

Swiss architect, Daniel Korb, 
was drawn to these ideologies 
when he designed Eleven. 
The idea of architecture going 
uninterrupted in a space 
quickly became the inspiration 
behind the whole collection. 
The smooth, curvilinear lines 
of the building were translated 
into the rounded corners 
of the credenzas and work 
surfaces creating a seamless, 
beautiful aesthetic. 

“Architecture is that 
great living creative spirit 
which from generation to 
generation, from age to 
age, proceeds, persists, 
creates, according to the 
nature of man, and his 
circumstances as they 
change.” -Frank Lloyd Wright
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ELEVEN™ COLLABORATIVE SPACE 

Rectangular and Triangular Tables with Clear Glass Top are now available and ready for order. These tables can be found on page 64 of 
the Eleven™ Collaborative Space Price List.

ELEVEN™ WORK SPACE

We’re excited to announce that Eleven™ Work Space is now online! Located under the Products tab you can find all the tools you need 
to start specifying this new product. 
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Eleven RECTANGULAR AND TRIANGULAR TABLES 
Clear Glass Top with Base

model description w d h wt cu ft list

Rectangular Table Tempered clear glass top
Arm clearance 27.25"/30.5"
Wire management for leg sold separately
  on page 78

EN-7034CGTD Seats 6   70 34 28/31.25 217 60 $ 5,720

Rectangular Table Tempered clear glass top
Arm clearance 27.25"/30.5"
Wire management for leg sold separately
  on page 78

EN-8240CGTD Seats 6   82 40 28/31.25 290 78 $ 6,543

Triangular Table Tempered clear glass top
Arm clearance 27.25"/30.5"
Wire management for leg sold separately
  on page 78

EN-4242CGTT Seats 3 42 42 28/31.25   107 39 $ 4,301

HOW TO ORDER
MODEL NUMBER
EN-7034CGTD

http://www.ofs.com/products/tables_reception/tables/eleven/downloads/eleven_pricing.pdf
http://www.ofs.com/products/eleven_work_space/eleven_work_space.php
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Intermix Height Adjustable Table

“A change of table height can drive new behavior, enhance  
creativity and promote healthier conversations in the office.”

With office footprints shrinking, there has been an emphasis on dual use space. 
We’ve found that some meetings require a sitting height surface for active-
work sessions. Other meetings are more effective with a less formal space. 
Lowering the physical barriers between you and your colleagues immediately 
changes the energy of the space. Meeting at a magazine height table vs. a desk 
height table offers up a more social and collaborative feel. Feelings of hierarchy 
are typically reduced and people are more willing to offer of up new ideas.  

The Intermix Height Adjustable Table was focused around how to deliver both 
of these functions into one space. It delivers desk height when you need the 
active work support and adjusts down to magazine height with the flip of a 
button. 

Packing in 12” of travel in a 17.5” tall table makes this range of motion very 
unique. This table is the the only one in its class ranging from desk height  
to magazine. 

Madrid + Interior Design Magazine

The Madrid lounge chair from OFS was recently featured on Interior Design Magazine’s website in the new products section. This is one 
of the most visited sections of their website because it highlights all of the latest and greatest products in the interior design industry. 
Great exposure for a great chair!
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http://www.firstoffice.com/products/tables/intermix/
http://www.interiordesign.net/newproducts/15417-OFS_Madrid.php?intref=npcat_all
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In the Press

3 Rings, a blog devoted to uncovering and sharing the latest and greatest 
products in architecture and design, recently put a spotlight on Intermix 
by First Office. They did a great job highlighting the benefits of this fun 
and flexible line of products. Click here to read more about what’s making 
Intermix such a sought after collection.

STAKS Revit Symbols

STAKS Revit symbols are now online and available for download. 

STAKS Assembly Videos 

New STAKS assembly videos have just been added online. These 40 second clips 
give quick tutorials on the basics of assembling STAKS. These videos can be found 
on the STAKS website or on ofsbrands.com Media Library.

the Edge wins Good Design Award

the Edge, designed by Primo Orpilla and Verda Alexander of Studio O+A in San Francisco, recently won a GOOD DESIGN Award for 
excellence in furniture design. These awards are presented by The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of Architecture and Design along with 
The European Centre for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies. The awards are based on a full spectrum of product design from all 
around the world. 
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http://media.designerpages.com/3rings/2013/01/21/intermix-by-first-office-mixes-it-up-any-which-way/
http://www.firstoffice.com/products/crossover/staks/
http://www.firstoffice.com/products/crossover/staks/
http://www.ofsbrands.com/products/?video=1
http://europeanarch.eu/2012awards/FrontPage.html


OFS BRANDS: OFS | FIRST OFFICE | CAROLINA | LOEWENSTEIN ofsbrands.com

Notable Installs: Bända by Loewenstein

Check out these recent Bända install shots that show the versatility of this product in action.
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Georgia Institute of Technology - Atlanta, GA

Moscone Center - San Francisco, CAUnion Depot - St. Paul, MN


